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In 1974-5 AB was a master student at E.P. in Paris. In March 75
the Conference on Physics of high energy neutrinos was organized
to celebrate the discovery of Neutral currents, but meanwhile
the J/ and ’ had been discovered!
AB was very impressed by S. Glashow’s summary talk calling for the
search for open charm, si I went on to observe 3 neutrino events
 N  - X e+
presumably from c production.
The Standard Model was born to the experimental world
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There was nothing precise about this until I heard a lecture by
Martin Veltman at SLAC in 1979….
He explained that the relationship between GF, sin2w mZ mW
would be modified by heavy physics if it violates the SU(2)L symmetry
 =(

mW
2 = 1+ (  𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑝)2
)
 𝑚𝑊
mZ cosw

 EW precision measurements as a way to investigate the existence
of heavy physics inaccessible directly at contemporary accelerators
NB This is not why the 26.7 km circumference LEP was built.
Veltman lui-même who was part of the committee, insisted that it should be large enough to
verify that W pair production was not divergent.
The construction of LEP was decided by CERN council in 1981, before the W and Z
were observed at the proton-antiproton collider! Construction started in 1983.

A big scare of the time was the number of neutrinos
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the appearance of a word

exercise: google up ‘zedology’

we find the formulae that we all know and love….

no  !

and a little drama...

(…)
disappearance of the Z boson?

build LEP …. and find no Z! (imagine to build LHC and find no Higgs, huh?)
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LEP / LHC Layout
The 26.7 km LEP / LHC tunnel
Depth: 70-140 m

Lake Geneva

LEP / LHC

OPAL

ALEPH

DELPHI

SPS
L3
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BEFORE LEP STARTED

And…
the tau neutrino was an established particle
since 1981
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The existence of the tau neutrino as a J=1/2 quantum state distinct from electron & muon
neutrinos is considered established since 1981 (1982 PDG)
Why is it qualified of ‘indirect’ ?
The detection of the neutral particle from e.g.  is perfectly «direct»
(in e+e-, the neutrino is well reconstructed from missing energy and momentum).
‘Indirect’ may refer to the fact that the assignment of lepton flavour is done
by default (it is not a nu_e or a nu_mu) See G. Feldman’s note
Unfortunately….
 This note was left unchanged until PDG 2002 although much happened in-between.
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Three weeks of data at LEP…
and there were only three neutrinos
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very much inspired by the work of Brian Lynn (+ Peskin, Stuart Kennedy et al)

this is  T
and this is  S

1. in pinciple using different observables, it is possible to disentangle the effects of
top, Higgs and even something else.
2. the Z mass and width are measured using all Z decays and thus faster statistically and very easy
systematically
or partial
widths
that require final state selection 14
03/06/2018 rather than asymmetries
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We had figured out (G. Feldman) that
the quantity that is directly sensitive to the
number of neutrinos is the peak cross-section
(mostly Z qq )
 the luminosity measurement had
been to object of particular attention
with a precision of 1% (in ALEPH)
By the end of LEP it would be precise
to 0.06%.!)
The key to mass and width
measurements is the
beam energy calibration

theory

all measured at the peak

Polarization at LEP
As a side effect of synchrotron radiation emission, e+/e- beams polarize
spontaneously (align their spins) in the transverse (vertical) direction, i.e. along the
direction of the bending field.
Polarization is however a slow and delicate process which requires a lot
of care in machine setup and special conditions.

Ideal machine :

PTmax = 92.4%
At LEP :

record PT = 57%
routine PT = 5 -10%
Up to 60.6 GeV
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Resonant Depolarization
The interest of PT :

magnetic moments precess in B-fields

The number of precessions/turn , called
the spin tune, is proportional to the energy :

Measure 

To determine the energy

Principle :
Sweep the B-field of a fast pulsing magnet
(“kicker”) in frequency and observe PT,
 If kicker frequency and  match, PT is rotated
away from the vertical axis.


Resonant depolarization

10/5/2017
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Resonant Depolarization II
In practice :
The kicker frequency is swept over a
selected interval (~ 22 Hz).
 PT can be destroyed or flipped when the
kicker is in resonance.


Intrinsic accuracy :
DE < 0.4 MeV
DE/E < 10-5
This technique is over an order
of magnitude more accurate
than any other method !

10/5/2017

But it required a large
amount of DEDICATED
beam time as polarization was
not considered compatible with
physics data taking.
For instance, solenoids were not
spin-compensated
(AB in hindsight this was a big
mistake)
18

The measurements were very precise
but not reproducible! no correlation with
temperature or time of day.

and indeed the measurements correlated
nicely with the calculated amplitude of the
earth tides.

in 1992 we stopped scanning and spent some
time understanding things better…
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of course that was the only he beginning.
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Success in the Press !
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In 1993 the Z peak was scanned very thoroughly with a sequence of data points
at spin tunes of 101.5 (peak ’-2’) , 103.5 (peak) , 105.5 (peak’+2’)
Nature was kind because these points were both ar away from spin resonances, and very near
optimal for the Z width determination.
At the same time the muon forward-backward asymmetries (this also depends strongly on energ
were measured as well as tau polarization and all things that measure sin2weff .

At the end of year the cross-section and asymmetry data were analysed and put together by
the LEP electroweak working group to obtain a prediction for the top quark mass of
mtop = 177 11 (+18-19 for mH =1000,100, 30), as kindly referred to in the CDF paper
of April 1994 who reported an excess of 2.8 
in that same mass range with best mass
of 17616 GeV.
CDF and D0 went on to discover the top
in 1995, and LEP and SLC went on to
predicting the Higgs mass using the top quark
mass from the Tevatron.
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A Crack in the Energy Model
Spring of 1994 : the beam energy model seemed to explain all observed
sources of energy fluctuations...

EXCEPT :
An unexplained energy
increase of 5 MeV was
observed in ONE
experiment.

It will remain unexplained for two years…
this was verified to have no effect on the width but on the mass….
10/5/2017
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The Field Ghost
Summer 1995 : NMR probes were installed in
some dipoles providing the first in-situ field
measurements during operation
The data showed (unexpected) :


Short term fluctuations,
 Long term increase (hysteresis),
Energy increase of ~ 5 MeV
over a LEP fill.
 Quiet periods in the night !

Human activity !
But which one ??
10/5/2017
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Pipe-busters
The explanation was provided by an electrician from the Swiss electricity company
EOS: he knew that effect well !

I blast your pipes !

DC railway

Vagabond currents
from
trains and subways

~80%

Source of electrical noise
and corrosion
(first discussed in 1898)

~20%
Vagabond (Earth) current

10/5/2017
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Vagabonding Currents
LEP was affected by the French DC railway line Geneva-Bellegarde (it was just
recently upgraded to AC operation !)
A DC current of 1 A was flowing on the LEP vacuum chamber.

Entrance/exit points :
 Injection lines (Point 1)
 Point 6 (Versoix river)

LEP vacuum chamber

10/5/2017
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Final Energy Model
1996-2000 :

The LEP energy description was completed with a model
of the train effects and NMR measurements.

In the second half on the 1990’s we
were finally able to interpolate the
LEP beam energy with sub-MeV
precision !
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The final LEP and SLC and Tevatron results can be
found in arXiv:hep-ex/0509008
providing spectacular agreement of data with the
Standard Model

and a prediction for the Higgs boson mass
of 129 +74-69 GeV.
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a possible indication of a deviant b-quark asymmetry,
but it is normal that one number in 20
deviates by more than 2 
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The Next BIG step
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1994-1999: top mass predicted (LEP, mostly Z mass&width)03/94
top quark discovered (Tevatron) 06/95
t’Hooft and Veltman get Nobel Prize 10/98

(c) Sfyrla

1997-2013

Higgs boson mass cornered (LEP H, MZ etc +Tevatron mt , MW)
Higgs Boson discovered (LHC)
Englert and Higgs get Nobel Prize

(c) Sfyrla

Is it the end?

The Future Circular Colliders
CDR and cost review for the next ESU (2018)
International collaboration to Study
Colliders fitting in a new ~100 km
infrastructure, fitting in the Genevois
~16 T magnets
• Ultimate goal:
100 TeV pp-collider (FCC-hh)
 defining infrastructure requirements
Two possible first steps:
• e+e- collider (FCC-ee)
High Lumi, ECM =90-400 GeV

• HE-LHC 16T  28 TeV
in LEP/LHC tunnel
Possible add-on:
• p-e (FCC-he) option

From what we know today :
the way by FCC-ee is probably the fastest
and cheapest way to 100 TeV.
That combination also produces the
most physics. It is the assumption in the
following.
also a good start for C!

From European Strategy in 2013: “ambitious post-LHC accelerator project”
19/06/2018
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Study
kicked-off in Geneva Feb 2014

FCC-ee
Z

WW HZ

tt

LEPx105!

Event statistics :
Z peak
WW threshold
ZH threshold
tt threshold

ECM errors:

Ecm : 91 GeV
Ecm : 161 GeV
Ecm : 240 GeV
Ecm : 350 GeV

5 1012
108
106
106

e+e-  Z
e+e-  WW
e+e-  ZH
e+e- tt

LEP x 105
LEP x 2.103
Never done
Never done

100 keV
300 keV
5 MeV
10 MeV

IMPLEMENTATION AND RUN PLAN
Three sets of RF cavities for FCCee & Booster:
•

Installation as LEP ( ≈30 CM/winter)

•

high intensity (Z, FCC-hh): 400 MHz mono-cell cavities, ≈ 1MW source

•

high energy (W, H, t): 400 MHz four-cell cavities, also for W machine

•

booster and t machine complement: 800 MHz four-cell cavities

•

Adaptable 100MW, 400MHz RF power distribution system +High effciency

 Spreads the funding profile

HL-LHC
Z 150 ab-1
4 years

W 10 ab-1
1 yr

ZH thresh 5ab-1
3 years

indicative: total ~15 years
19/06/2018
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tt thresh + tt 365 1.5ab-1
5 years

O(1/3) of the machine cost
36
comes O(10) years after start

FCC-ee discovery potential
Today we do not know how nature will surprise us. A few things that FCC-ee could discover :

EXPLORE 10-100 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements
-- ~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equiv. to factor 5-7 in mass)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 weff , Rb , QED (mz) s (mz mW m), Higgs and top quark couplings

DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation or universality and unitarity of PMNS @10-5
-- ex FCNC (Z -->  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays and  BR in 2 1011 Z  
+ flavour physics (1012 bb events) (Bs   etc..)
DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z (or in LHC loopholes)

DISCOVER very weakly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as: Right-Handed neutrinos, Dark Photons etc…
+ an enormous amount of clean, unambiguous work on QCD (H gg) etc….
NB the «Z factory» as well as the «top» play an important role in the ‘discovery potential’
6/19/2018
“First
Look at the Physics Case of TLEP”, JHEP 1401 (2014) 164

«First look of the physics case of TLEP» (original name of FCC-ee): 398 quotes endApril

Much more than a Higgs factory!
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«First look of the physics case of TLEP» (original name of FCC-ee): 418 quotes in June

Much more than a Higgs factory!
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A sample of observables (more coming)
Observable

Measurement

Current precision

FCC-ee stat.

Possible syst.

Challenge

mZ (MeV)

Lineshape

91187.5 ± 2.1

0.005

< 0.1

QED corr.

GZ (MeV)

Lineshape

2495.2 ± 2.3

0.008

< 0.1

Rl

Peak

20.767 ± 0.025

0.001

< 0.001

Statistics

Rb

Peak

0.21629 ± 0.00066

0.000003

< 0.00006

g → bb

N

Peak

2.984 ± 0.008

0.00004

< 0.004

Lumi meast

sin2Weff

AFB (peak)

0.23148 ± 0.00016

0.000003

1/QED(mZ)

AFB (off-peak)

128.952 ± 0.014

0.004

< 0.004

QED / EW

s(mZ)
Observable

Rl
Measurement

0.1196 ± 0.0030
Current precision

TLEP stat.

0.00001

Possible syst.

<0.0002

New Physics
Challenge

mw (MeV)

Threshold scan

80385 ± 15

0.6

< 0.6

EW Corr.

GW (MeV)

Threshold scan

2085 ± 42

1.5

<1.5

EW Corr.

N

e+e-→ gZ, Z→ , ll

2.92 ± 0.05

0.001

< 0.001

?

Observable
s(mW)

Measurement
Bhad
= (Ghad/Gtot)W

Bhad = 67.41
±
Current
precision

TLEP
stat.
0.00018

Possible
syst.
< 0.0001

Challenge
CKM
Matrix

mtop (MeV)

Threshold scan

173340 ± 760 ±
500

20

<40

QCD corr.

Gtop (MeV)

Threshold scan

?

40

<40

QCD corr.

ltop

Threshold scan

< 0.05

QCD corr.

<2%

QCD corr

ttZ couplings
19/06/2018

√s = 365 GeV

0.27

 = 1.2 ± 0.3
0.08
University of Geneva
28 March~30%
2018
~2%
Alain Blondel The FCCs

*

<0.000005 *

QED / EW

Beam energy

40

* work to do: check if we cant improve

 (TeV)

many EFTs
w/o theory uncertainties
with current
theory uncertainties

J. De Blas, Jan. 2017

Conclusion from Precision Calculations Mini-Workshop in January 2018:
The necessary theoretical work is doable in 5-10 years perspective, due to steady
progress in methods and tools, including the recent completion of NNLO SM
corrections to EWPOS. This statement is conditional to a strong support by the
funding agencies and the overall community. Appropriate financial support and
training programs for these precision calculations are mandatory.

Several EFTs will achieve sensitivity exceeding 50 TeV (decoupling physics!)
junction with FCC-hh EFTs
underThe
progress
by Jorge de Blas
19/06/2018
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FCC-hh discovery potential
Highlights
FCC-hh is a HUGE discovery machine (if nature …), but not only.

FCC-hh physics is dominated by three features:
-- Highest center of mass energy –> a big step in high mass reach!
ex: strongly coupled new particle up to >30 TeV
Excited quarks, Z’, W’, up to ~tens of TeV
Give the final word on natural Supersymmetry, extra Higgs etc.. reach up to 5-20 TeV
Sensitivity to high energy phenomena in e.g. WW scattering
-- HUGE production rates for single and multiple production of SM bosons (H,W,Z) and quarks
-- Higgs precision tests using ratios to e.g. gg// /ZZ, ttH/ttZ @<% level
-- Precise determination of triple Higgs coupling (~3% level) and quartic Higgs coupling
-- detection of rare decays H Vg (V= ,,J/,,Z…)
-- search for invisibles (DM searches, RH neutrinos in W decays)
-- renewed interest for long lived (very weakly coupled) particles.
-- rich top and HF physics program
-- Cleaner signals for high Pt physics
--6/19/2018
allows clean signals for channels presently difficult at LHC (e.g. H bb)

FCC-hh discovery potential

Physics at a 100 TeV pp collider: CERN Yellow Report (2017) no.3

1) Standard Model processes: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1607.01831v1.pdf
2) Higgs and EW symmetry breaking
studies: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.09408v1.pdf
3) Βeyond the Standard Model
phenomena: https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.00947
4) Heavy ions at the Future Circular
Collider: https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.01389
Now proceeding to ascertain these cross-section calculations with real
detector and simulations…

19/06/2018
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PHYSICS COMPLEMENTARITY
Some examples
Higgs Physics -- ee  ZH fixes Higgs width and HZZ coupling , (and many others)
-- FCC-hh gives huge statistics of HH events for Higgs self-coupling and ttH
Search for Heavy Physics
-- ee gives precision measurements (mZ mW to < 0.6 MeV, mtop 10 MeV, etc…)
sensitive to heavy physics up to … 100 TeV
-- FCC-hh gives access to direct observation at unprecedented energies
Also huge statistics of Z,W H and top  rare decays
QCD

-- ee gives s  0.0002 (Rhad )
also Hgg events (gluon fragmentation!)
-- ep provides tructure functions and s  0.0002
-- all this improves the signal and background predictions
for new physics signals at FCC-hh

Heavy Neutrinos -- ee: very powerful and clean, but flavour-blind
-- hh and eh more difficult, but potentially flavour sensitive
NB this is very much work in progress!!

HIGGS PHYSICS
Higgs couplings gHxx precisions
hh, eh precisions assume
SM or ee measurements
FCC-hh to ZZ to serve
as cross-normalization

gHxx

FCC-ee

FCC-hh

ZZ

0.15 %

< 1%

WW

0.20%

GH

1%

gg

1.5%

<1%

Zg

--

1%

tt

13%

1%

bb

0.4%



0.5%

cc

0.7%



6.2%

*

0.5%
1.8%
2%

uu,dd

H g?

H g?

ss

H g ?

H g ?

ee

ee  H

HH

30%

~3%

20%

<0.45%

10-3

5%

inv, exo
19/06/2018
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CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS
-- The FCC design study is establishing the feasibility or the path to
feasibility of an ambitious set of colliders after LEP/LHC, at the
cutting edge of knowledge and technology.
-- The right-handed neutrino search and study is a very interesting
example of complementarity between the various avatars of the FCC.
-- Both FCC-ee and FCC-hh have outstanding physics cases
-- each in their own right
-- the sequential implementation of FCC-ee, FCC-hh, FCC-eh
would maximise the physics reach
-- Attractive scenarios of staging and implementation (budget!) cover
more than 50 years of exploratory physics, taking full advantage of
the synergies and complementarities.
19/06/2018
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The Hunt for right-Handed Neutrinos
at the FCC

Alain Blondel University of Geneva
with many thanks to
courtesy
J. Wenninger
S. Antusch, E. Graverini, P. Mermod, N. Serra, M. Shaposhnikov, O. Fischer,
E. Cazzatto
P. Hernandez, and many others
48
6/19/2018
Basel, Geneva, Lausanne, Zürich…

Electroweak eigenstates

𝒆
𝒗𝒆 L


𝒗 L
I = 1/2


𝒗 L

𝒆R

R

𝒆



R

R

R

Q= -1

 R

Q= 0

I=0

Right handed neutrinos
are singlets
no weak interaction
no EM interaction
no strong interaction
can’t produce them
can’t detect them
-- so why bother? –
Also called ‘sterile’

19/06/2018
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Mass eigenstates

See-saw type I :

MR = 0
mD  0
Dirac only, (like e- vs e+):
m

L R

L R
Iweak= ½ 0
½ 0
4 states of equal masses
Some have I=1/2 (active)
Some have I=0 (sterile)
19/06/2018

MR  0
mD  0
Dirac + Majorana
mass terms

m

MR  0
mD = 0
Majorana only

L

R
½
Iweak= ½
2 states of equal masses
All have

I=1/2 (active)

Alain Blondel The FCCs

MR > mD  0

see-saw

Dirac + Majorana
m

N
Iweak= ½ 0
½ 0
4 states , 2 mass levels

dominantly:



N

m1 have ~I=1/2 (~active)
50
m2 have ~I=0 (~sterile)

Manifestations of right handed neutrinos
one family see-saw :
  (mD/M)
𝒎𝑫 𝟐
𝒎𝒗  𝑴
mN  M
|U|2  2  𝒎𝒗 / mN

𝒗 = 𝒗𝑳 cos - 𝑵𝒄𝑹 𝐬𝐢𝐧
𝑵 = 𝑵𝑹 cos + 𝒗𝑳 c sin
what is produced in W, Z decays is:

𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cos + 𝑵 sin

𝒗 = light mass eigenstate
N = heavy mass eigenstate
 𝒗𝑳 , active neutrino
which couples to weak inter.
and  NR, which does’nt.

-- mixing with active neutrinos leads to various observable consequences
-- if very light (eV) , possible effect on neutrino oscillations
-- if in keV region (dark matter), monochromatic photons from galaxies with E=mN/2
-- possibly measurable effects at High Energy
If N is heavy it will decay in the detector (not invisible)
 PMNS matrix unitarity violation and deficit in Z «invisible» width
 Higgs, Z, W visible exotic decays H ii and Z ii , W-> li i
 also in K, charm and b decays via W*-> li  ,   lj 
with any of six sign and lepton flavour combination
 violation of unitarity and lepton universality in Z, W or  decays
-- etc... etc...
-- Couplings are very small (𝒎𝒗 / mN) (but who knows?) and generally seem
out of reach at high energy colliders.
19/06/2018
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(indirect) Effect of right handed neutrinos on EW precision observables

The relationship |U|2  2  𝒎𝒗 / mN is valid for one family see-saw.
For two or three families the mixing can be larger (Shaposhnikov)
Antush and Fisher have shown that a slight # in Majorana mass can generate
larger mixing between the left- and right-handed neutrinos. Worth exploring.
«𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cos + 𝑵 sin»  (cos)2 becomes parametrized as 1+  ( is negative)
the coupling to light ‘normal’ neutrinos is typically reduced.
In the GF, MZ 𝑄𝐸𝐷 scheme, GF (extracted from ee ) and g should be increased
This leads to *correlated* variations of all predictions upon e or mu neutrino mixing.
Only the ‘number of neutrinos’ (Rinv and hadpeak ) is sensitive to the tau-neutrino mixing.

13.03.2016

Alain Blondel Search for Right Handed
Neutrinos

NB this is not decoupling
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Detection of heavy right-handed neutrinos in collider experiments.
B factories

Hadron colliders
+

(*)

Z factory (FCC-ee, Tera-Z)
arXiv:1411.5230

or 𝑙

+

-

HE Lepton Collider (LEP2, CEPC, CLIC, FCC-ee, ILC, )
or 𝑙 −

or 𝑙

Phys. Rev. D 92, 075002 (2015)
arXiv:1503.05491
19/06/2018
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RH neutrino production in Z decays
Production:

multiply by 2 for antineutrino and add contributions of 3 neutrino species (with different |U|2)

Decay

Decay length:
cm

NB CC decay always leads to
 2 charged tracks

Backgrounds : four fermion:

19/06/2018

e+e-  W*+ W*- e+e-  Z*(vv) + (Z/g)*

Long life time  detached vertex for ~<MZ
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E. Graverini et al

with 5 1012 Z
19/06/2018
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Outlook for FCC-hh
We have seen that the Z factory offers a clean method
for detection of Heavy Right-Handed neutrinos
Ws are less abundant at the lepton colliders
At the 100 TeV pp W is the dominant particle,
Expect 1013 real W’s.
There is a lot of /pile-up/backgrounds/lifetime/trigger issues which need to be investigated.
BUT.... in the regime of long lived HNLs the simultaneous presence of
-- the initial lepton from W decays
-- the detached vertex with kinematically constrained decay
allows for a significant background reduction.
But it allows also a characterization both in flavour and charge of the produced neutrino, thus
information of the flavour sensitive mixing angles and a test of the fermion violating nature
of the intermediate (Majorana) particle.
VERY interesting...
19.06.2018
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Another example of Synergy
while ee covers a large part of space very cleanly ,
its either ‘white’ in lepton flavour or the result of EWPOs etc
Observation at FCC –hh or eh would test flavour mixing matrix!

EWPO

19/06/2018
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detailed study required for all FCCs – especially FCC-hh to understand feasibility at all

CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS
-- The FCC design study is establishing the feasibility or the path to
feasibility of an ambitious set of colliders after LEP/LHC, at the
cutting edge of knowledge and technology.
-- The right-handed neutrino search and study is a very interesting
example of complementarity between the various avatars of the FCC.
-- Both FCC-ee and FCC-hh have outstanding physics cases
-- each in their own right
-- the sequential implementation of FCC-ee, FCC-hh, FCC-eh
would maximise the physics reach
-- Attractive scenarios of staging and implementation (budget!) cover
more than 50 years of exploratory physics, taking full advantage of
the synergies and complementarities.
19/06/2018
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